
 five senses

smell

a little bit fresh fruit 
fragrance

touch

soft and small, you can 
hold a bunch of in 
hands 

kind of sticky, like 
touching candy

taste

really sweet, but 
natuarlly sweet 
with no sugar 
added

crunchy and 
chewy. Also a little 
bit juicy when 
chewing

sound

raisin’s collision sounds like a happy and 
pleasant elf beating its wings

reminds me of the time that full of the 
sounds of warm summer wind, rustling 
leaves, soft birdsongs and linnets’ wings.

sight

different from the taste of cake’s 
sweetness. Cake’s sweetness easily 
makes me feel sick and uncomfortable

package

inside

passionate red is 
eyecatching

sun-maid girl icon

The tannic skin reminds me 
of sunshine in California

Beautiful and 
kind sun-maid 
girl with 
beautiful smile

Big sun behind 
of sun-maid girl 
is a symbol of 
California 
Weather

workers are 
working hard 
in order to 
make raisin 
better

a bunch of fresh 
grapes make me 
feel healthy and 
energetic after 
eating raisins 
from sun-maid

multiple 
sizes

small purple 
-red raisin. 

more suitable for a big family 
due to the large volume

children

the mini snack size is 
common when I was young. 
It seems that sun-maid raisin 
was prized in small packages

healthy

have a lot of surprising benefits such as relieving 
constipation, preventing cancer, reducing 
hypertension and controling diabates. 

once my 
dentist told 
me that when 
eating 
raisins, the 
longer they 
stick to your 
teeth, the 
better

I ate raisin 
instead of 
candy after 
cavity

low calorie from 
Nutrition Facts. 
Could be a good 
choice of diet 
snack

really popular among children because 
we used to like eatting sweet things. 
But when getting older, we started to 
eat unsweet even bitter or sour things

can be a subsitution 
of fruits. My mother 
likes putting several 
dry raisins into my 
lunch box during my 
elementary school 
period because it is 
easier for me to keep 
rather than fresh 
grapes.

abundant 
recipes

interesting and easy to learn 
how to make them

Long history and 
a good corporate 
image among 
customers, thus, 
nearly no 
competitors in 
the raisin field in 
the US


